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Somer Court For

Strongly in favour of the proposal, as it would 

improve traffic visibility when entering and leaving 

Gullock Tyning, while also improving road safety.  

Noted

Hope Terrace Against

Hope Terrace Against

Hope Terrace Against

Hope Terrace Against

Hope Terrace Against

Hope Terrace Against

Hope Terrace Against

Hope Terrace Against

Hope Terrace Against

Hope Terrace Against

Hope Terrace Against

This was copies of the same letter, but they have 

been signed by separate residents.  The letter states 

they need on-road parking as there is no room to 

park at their properties.  They need transport to get 

to work / childcare / school, and that the cars that 

park there are mostly residents ones anyway.  A 

suggestion is made that they would have to sell their 

cars if they can't park them, and that it would have a 

knock-on effect if they wanted to sell their houses in 

the future, as no-one would want a house you can't 

park near.

Parking provisions for residents 

and their visitors is still available 

on Gullock Tyning.  The 

restrictions are being provided to 

encourage considerate parking to 

preserve visibility around the 

junctions and assist vehicles 

turning.  It is considered that these 

restrictions are necessary in order 

to improve safety for all road 

users.  It is still possible for 

vehicles to park on these 

restrictions for loading / unloading 

purposes, provided they do not 

obstruct other vehicles from 

accessing the area.
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4 Letters for                          

Hope Terrace
Against

Four letters for two residents.  States they will have 

to sell their cars, as they can't keep an eye on them if 

parked further away.  He also thinks it would affect 

his work, as he needs to transport £2K worth of tools, 

and needs to remove them each night.  Also, it would 

have a knock-on effect with her mother, who is in 

poor health.  The employer also stated that her job 

would suffer as she needs her car for work.

See above response.

Ham Gardens Against

Ham Gardens Against

Ham Gardens Against

South View Place Against Lodged objection, but no specific details. Noted

South View Place Against
Object to not being able to park outside their house.  

Suggest installing speed humps or a zebra crossing.
Noted

Copies again, but has been signed separately.  They 

need parking as there is no room to park at their 

properties.  They need to get to work / childcare / 

school. 

See above response.


